Prompted by an example arising in critical percolation, we study some reflected Brownian motions in symmetric planar domains and show that they are intertwined with one-dimensional diffusions. In the case of a wedge, the reflected Brownian motion is intertwined with the 3-dimensional Bessel process. This implies some simple hitting distributions and sheds some light on the formula proposed by Watts for double-crossing probabilities in critical percolation.
Introduction and notations
It has been pointed out in [Wer01, LSW02] that the hitting distribution of a certain reflected Brownian motion (RBM) in an equilateral triangle was uniform. More precisely, if the Brownian motion is started from one corner and reflected on the two adjacent sides with the oblique reflection angle π/6 away from the normal direction toward the opposite side, then the Brownian motion will hit this opposite side with uniform distribution. Their proof uses a discrete version of this result (reflected simple random walk) on a well-chosen triangular lattice, and an invariance principle (i.e. the reflected random walk converges to reflected Brownian motion). This result is then combined with a locality property in order to identify the law of the whole "hull" of this stopped reflected Brownian motion with that of a chordal SLE 6 process (that has the same uniform hitting distribution and has also a locality property).
In [Smi01] , Smirnov proved that SLE 6 is the scaling limit of critical percolation cluster interfaces on the triangular lattice. The main step in this proof is the derivation of the fact that in the scaling limit, the above-mentioned hitting distribution (if one replaces the RBM by the percolation interface) becomes uniform. It makes an important use of some specific features of the triangular lattice. Note that in the case of critical percolation, the discrete hitting probabilities are not uniform, as opposed to those for the reflected simple random walk.
One of the motivations of the present paper is to see whether one can generalize this hitting probability property of reflected Brownian motion to other symmetric shapes (for instance other wedges) and other reflection angles. It turns out that one can choose the reflection angles in such a way that hitting probabilities of segments orthogonal to the symmetry axis of the shape remain uniform. Furthermore, this fact is closely related to a relation between these reflected Brownian motions and one-dimensional diffusions. More precisely, the projection of the RBM on the symmetry axis is a diffusion in its own filtration; for wedges, one recovers the 3-dimensional Bessel process. This provides a new example of non-trivial intertwining relations (see for instance [RogPit81, CPY98] ). Our proofs rely also on reflected simple random walks and an invariance principle.
We shall see that the formula proposed by Watts [Wa96] for double-crossing probabilities (i.e. simultaneous top-to-bottom and left-to-right crossing of a quadrilateral) for critical percolation and for which it is not clear that the SLE 6 approach will confirm it, is in fact satisfied (in some appropriate sense) by the reflected Brownian motion; this will follow from the study of time-reversed reflected Brownian motions. This paper is organized as follows. First, we define some reflected random walks in wedges and study their scaling limit. Then we prove that the limiting reflected Brownian motions are intertwined with the 3-dimensional Bessel process. Making use of this fact, we determine the time reversals of these RBMs, and discuss an analogue of Watts' formula. Finally, we generalize some of the results to symmetric shapes ("vases"), essential replacing the 3-dimensional Bessel process by a general one-dimensional diffusion.
Invariance principle
Let α ∈ (0, π 2 ). We will consider the wedge
and the rectangular lattice
We will study random walks on the graph Γ α = L α ∩ C α .
In this section, the angle α is fixed, so we will drop the subscript α. Consider the following random walk on the graph Γ = L ∩ C: for an inner point x, the transition probability is:
so that such a step has a zero mean, and its covariance matrix is a multiple of the identity. If x = 0 is a boundary point with arg(x) = α, the transition α Figure 1 : A wedge with its associated rectangular lattice probability is:
Notice that in this case,
On the other boundary line, the transition probabilities are defined symmetrically.
Finally for the apex, set
The exact value of this positive probability will not matter in the continuous limit. This random walk starting from x ∈ Γ will be denoted by (X x n ) n≥0 . We will also call (Y x t ) t≥0 the Brownian motion in C starting from x and reflected on the boundary with angle −α (see [VarWil85] for a definition of this process; we use the same conventions for reflection angles, i.e. positive angles point towards the apex).
The following result is classical. We include a proof for the sake of completeness (and in order to point out later how it can be generalized).
Lemma 1. Let x be a point in C, and (x n ) a sequence in Γ such that |x n −nx| ≤ 1/2 for all n ∈ N. Then the following weak convergence of processes holds as n goes to infinity:
Figure 2: Transition probabilities for an inner point and a boundary point
) be a continuous C-valued process that interpolates linearly the process:
Choose a Hölder exponent β, 0 < β < 1 2 . Then it is standard to check that for any fixed T > 0, the following estimate on β-Hölder norms holds :
One proceeds exactly as in the proof of the a.s. β-Hölder continuity for Brownian paths (there is no particular problem due to the boundary here). Hence we get a tight sequence in the Polish space of β-Hölder continuous mappings from [0, T ] to C. Using Prohorov's theorem, one gets the existence of subsequential weak limits. Then a standard diagonal argument yields subsequential weak limits for the whole process in the Wiener space of C-valued processes. So we have to check that there is only one possible weak limit, namely the reflected Brownian motion (Y t ). To prove this, one can use the submartingale problem characterization of reflected BM ([VarWil85], Theorem 2.1). More precisely, the RBM is the only C-valued process starting from x such that for any f ∈ C 2 b (C) (twice differentiable with bounded derivatives) with positive derivatives on the boundary along the reflection direction, the real valued process:
is a submartingale. So let f be such a function; it is sufficient to check that for any 0 ≤ s < t:
where E (n) designates the expectation operator for the n-th approximate process. Consider the stopping time τ = inf t≥0 (|Y x t | ≥ M ) for some large number M . It is enough to check the submartingale inequalities up to time τ . Notice that the following Taylor expansion holds:
2 ) and that the error term is uniform in x ∈ C ∪ D(0, M ) (using for instance Hadamard's lemma). Let u k = k sin 2 α cos 2 α/n 2 , k ∈ N, correspond to the discrete jump times, and let B be the boundary of C. Then:
The error term o(1) is simply a Riemann sum error. Then there is a "boundary error term". In the formula, L y designates the local time at y (number of discrete jumps to y) between times s ∧ τ and t ∧ τ , and ε(y) is defined as (if arg(y) = α for instance):
The first order term is proportional to the derivative of f at y along the reflection direction, hence is positive by hypothesis. One may write: ε(y) + O(1/n 2 ) ≥ 0 for y ∈ B, the error term O(1/n 2 ) being uniform in y ∈ C ∪ D(0, M ). So the only thing to check now is that the time spent on the boundary is negligible, more precisely:
Recall that we consider the local time between times s and t, and before exit time τ ; one may drop this last condition for the sake of simplicity. Justifying the very intuitive fact that the walk spends a negligible time on a negligible part of the state space is rather tedious. The discrete intertwining relations allow explicit computations that yield the result when the starting point is the apex 0 (see below). Then, using the Markov property, one sees it is enough to prove this estimate for zero. This concludes the proof.
One may carry out the same proof with different transition probabilities on the boundary, corresponding to different reflection angles; to derive the final local time estimate in the general case, one may use the local Central Limit Theorem. 
Intertwining Relations
First, let us recall the notion of intertwined Markovian semigroups (for some background on the subject, see [CPY98] ). Let (P t , t ≥ 0) and (Q t , t ≥ 0) be two Markovian semigroups with respective state spaces (S P , S P ) and (S Q , S Q ), and Λ a Markov transition kernel from (S Q , S Q ) to (S P , S P ). The two semigroups are said to be intertwined by Λ if the following identity of Markov transition kernels from S Q to S P holds :
is either a discrete or a continuous time parameter).
Suppose that there exists a measurable function φ : S P → S Q such that Λ(y, φ −1 (y)) = 1 for all y ∈ S Q . Then, as shown in [RogPit81] , if (Z t ) is a Markov process with semigroup (P t ) and initial law Λ(y 0 , .) for some y 0 ∈ S Q , and Y t = φ(Z t ), then (Y t ) is a Markov process with semigroup (Q t ) and starting state y 0 . Moreover, for any fixed time T , the following filtering formula holds:
Under appropriate regularity conditions (which will be satisfied in all examples that we shall consider here), this formula also holds for almost sure finite stopping times T (w.r. to the filtration of Y ). In particular, for T = T y , the first hitting time of y by Y , if T y < ∞ a.s., then the random variable Z Ty has distribution Λ(y, .) and is independent of (Y t ).
Consider as before the random walk (X n ) on the graph Γ. Let Λ be the following Markov transition kernel from N to Λ (we omit to mention that these discrete spaces are equipped with discrete σ-algebras):
Let (P n ) be the semigroup of (X n ), and let (Q n ) be the semigroup of the random walk on N with transition probability:
for i > 0 and q(0, 0) = 1 − 3r, q(0, 1) = 3r. Note that i → 1 2i+1 is harmonic for this transition kernel, except at 0. Then the intertwining relation holds:
Let (Y t ) be the reflected Brownian motion in the wedge C with reflection angle −α. Let (P t ) t≥0 be its semigroup. Let (Q t ) t≥0 be the generator of the 3-dimensional Bessel process (with values in R + ), and Λ be the Markov transition kernel from R + to C such that Λ(x, .) is the uniform distribution on the segment [x − i tan α, x + i tan α].
In the scaling limit, the previous intertwining leads to:
Proposition 1. Then P and Q are intertwined by Λ. In particular, for x ≥ 0,
Proof. It is obvious that the intertwining relation holds in the limit. The only thing to check is that the intertwined random walk on N converges to a 3-dimensional Bessel process. One may proceed as in the previous proof, after computing:
Here one recognizes the generator of the 3-dimensional Bessel process (the factor sin 2 α cos 2 α n 2 corresponds to the time scaling). Such discrete approximations of the 3-dimensional Bessel process are classical.
The Markov transition kernel Λ acts on bounded Borel functions in the following way: if f is a bounded Borel function on C, then Λf is a bounded Borel function on R + such that:
where U is a uniform random variable on [−1, 1]. One may remark that these intertwining relations fit in the "filtering type framework" described in [CPY98] .
As Jim Pitman pointed out to us, there is an analogy with the situation in the (2M −X) theorem: let B be a standard (real) Brownian motion starting from 0, and let M t be its supremum up to time t. Then the process (2M t − X t ) t≥0 is a 3-dimensional Bessel process (in its own filtration) (see [RogPit81, RevYor91] ). A proof of this fact involves an intertwining relation. More precisely, note
designates the natural filtration of (Y t ) t≥0 , the following relation holds for every Borel function f : R + → R + :
The Markov kernel in this last situation: Λf (y) = 1 0 f (xy)dy is very similar to the one we described earlier.
The Brownian motion in a plane strip {z : 0 ≤ ℑz ≤ 1} with normal reflection on the boundary may be seen as a degenerate limiting case when α ց 0. Indeed, the reflection direction makes an angle π/2 − α with the boundary, and the two boundary half-lines make an angle 2α. This particular RBM may be represented as Z = X + if (Y ), where X and Y are independent standard (one-dimensional) BMs, and f is the "seesaw" function: for all k ∈ Z,
In this case, the intertwining relation is easily proved. Indeed, let φ be any bounded Borel function on the strip and t be a fixed positive time. We have to check that:
where U is an independent uniform random variable. Since the real and the imaginary part of Z are independent, we have only to check that, for any bounded Borel function ϕ on [0, 1]:
which is readily seen (if V is any symmetric r.v. independent from U , f (U + V ) is a uniform r.v.). 
Time reversal
In this section, we consider the time reversals of the reflected Brownian motions studied in the previous sections. The intertwining relation enables an explicit computation of discrete Green functions, hence the determination of the time reversal of discrete random walks; then one takes the continuous limit. 
. This last process is intertwined with a 3-dimensional Bessel process.
Loosely speaking, the time reversal of a reflected Brownian motion in C α with reflection angle −α starting from 0 is the reflected Brownian motion reflected at angle +α, killed at 0, starting from "the uniform distribution at infinity".
Proof.
Recall that we considered a random walk X on Γ intertwined with a random walk Y on N. Let G be the Green function for X killed when it hits {z : ℜz ≥ N cos α} for some large N . LetG be the Green function for Y killed at level N . Then it is obvious from the intertwining of X and Y that:
where 0 ≤ x ≤ N , −x ≤ y ≤ x, x, y ∈ N. As previously mentioned, the function i → 1 2i+1 is harmonic for the Markov kernel of Y (except in 0). From this, it is easy to compute:G (0, y) = (2y + 1)(1 − 2y+1 2N +1 ) cos 2 α Then Nagasawa's formula (see e.g. [RogWil93] , III.42) yields the Markov kernels of the time reversalsX andŶ of X and Y . For instance, we record the transition probability forX, if x ∈ Γ is an inner point:
Notice that, as N goes to infinity, one gets the original transition probabilities.
On the boundary, the reflection angle is reversed, which is not surprising. At this point, one takes the continuous limit as in section 1 (obviously the time reversal operation is compatible with the continuous limit). The various claims follow easily.
The conformal equivalence z → z β maps C α onto C βα . After an appropriate time change, this yields a general result for the time reversal of a reflected Brownian motion in an infinite wedge.
In the set-up of the proposition, one may notice that up to its first hitting of the boundary, the time-reversed RBM has the law of a Brownian excursion in the half-plane {z : ℜz ≤ x} (for background on Brownian excursions, see [LSW02, V03] ). One may use this to compute some probabilities of (indirect) interest in critical percolation. For simplicity, we will consider a RBM Z in the cone ∆ = (1/2 + i √ 3/2) − iC π/6 starting from the apex and stopped on hitting the real line at time τ (we are looking at a RBM in an equilateral triangle). We have seen that Z τ is uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Let g be the last time spent by Z on the boundary before τ . We are interested in the joint law (Z g , Z τ ), or rather in which side was last visited by Z conditionally on the exit point Z τ ; so we will consider the event:
Since the time reversal of Z is a Brownian excursion until it hits the boundary, we have to compute the "harmonic measure" for the Brownian excursion.
Let Y be a Brownian excursion starting in H = {z : ℑz ≥ 0}, and let T be the first time it hits ∂∆. Let ε > 0, M > 0, and B a complex Brownian motion exiting the strip {z : 0 < ℑz < M } at time T M . As M goes to infinity, the Brownian motion B conditioned on exiting the strip by the top converges to the Brownian excursion. Hence, making use of the Markov property of B:
It is well known that harmonic measure is conformally invariant (see e.g. [RevYor91] ), and that the harmonic measure on the real line seen from a + ib is given by a Cauchy law (see e.g. [RogWil93] ) with density:
Moreover, according to the Schwarz-Christoffel formula (see [Ahl79] ), the holomorphic map:
is the conformal equivalence between the upper half-plane H and the equilateral triangle ∆ ∩ H that maps (0, 1, ∞) to (0, 1, 1/2 + i √ 3/2). If a ∈ (0, 1) is such that F (a) = x, we see that:
Then, one may compute:
2 F 1 (1, 4/3; 5/3; a)
where 2 F 1 (1, 4/3; 5/3; .) designates a generalized hypergeometric function (see eg [Bat53] or [AS65] , especially formulas 15.3.1 and 15.2.5).
Relation with Watts' formula
In this section, we recall Watts' formula ( [Wa96] ) and explain how it may be translated in the SLE language. This relation was suggested to us by Wendelin Werner. We shall see that it is closely related with the formula we derived above; in fact, this is one of the initial motivations for the present paper.
Recall that Cardy's formula [Ca92] gives the asymptotic behaviour of the probability of an open crossing between two sides of a topological rectangle in the limit when the mesh of the lattice goes to zero (for critical percolation). This is equivalent to the fact that the hitting distribution of the exploration process in an equilateral triangle is uniform. This was shown by Smirnov [Smi01] to hold in the case of site percolation on the triangular lattice, and it follows that the scaling limit of the whole exploration process is SLE 6 . Note that it is not difficult (see [LSW01] ) to prove directly in the continuous setting that this hitting distribution for SLE 6 is uniform.
Trying to generalize Cardy's results using the same approach based on conformal field theory, Watts [Wa96] considered the event that there exists simultaneously an open left-to-right crossing and an open top-to-bottom crossing of a topological rectangle. He proposed a formula to describe the asymptotic behaviour of the probability of this event when the mesh of the lattice vanishes, that seems to fit well with numerical simulations. Just as in the case of Cardy's formula, the double-crossing event can in fact be rephrased in terms of the exploration process.
For simplicity, we will discuss critical percolation on the triangular lattice (so each vertex is colored in black with probability p = 1/2). Let R be a topological rectangles, its boundary consisting of four disjoint arcs: ∂ L , ∂ T , ∂ R , ∂ B (left, top, right, bottom). Let C(∂ i , ∂ j , c) be the event that there exists a crossing between ∂ i and ∂ j with color c (here i, j ∈ {L, T, R, B}, and the color c is black or white: c ∈ {b, w}). We will also need the event T (∂ i , c) that there exits a connected component with color c linking the four boundary arcs except maybe ∂ i . As the triangular lattice is self-matching (see [Kes82] ), it is classical that the two events C(∂ L , ∂ R , w) and C(∂ T , ∂ B , b) are complementary:
. With a little plane topology, one sees that: Translating this into probabilities:
Keeping in mind that each vertex is colored with probability 1/2, so that changing all the colors is measure-preserving, one gets:
Consider now the situation in an equilateral triangle ABC. Let X be the rightmost point on BC that is separated from AC by a black path. Cardy's formula tells that X is uniformly distributed on BC (see figure) . The topological rectangle ADXE delimited by the upper-half of AB, the rightmost black path (solid), the leftmost white path (dashed), and the upper-half of AC is either crossed by a white path from AD to XE or by a black path from DX to EA. The exploration path goes from A to X leaving white vertices on its left and black vertices on its right. In the case where there is a white crossing between AD and XE, it is clear that the last edge of ABC visited by the exploration process before it reaches X is AB. Conversely, if there is a black crossing between DX and EA, the exploration process last visits AC. Smirnov has proved that the exploration process converges to a chordal SLE 6 (see [Smi01] ). So let γ denote the trace of a chordal SLE 6 from A to B in ABC, τ be the first time it hits BC, and g the last time it hits (AB) ∪ (AC) before τ . We may now state the SLE interpretation of Watts' formula in the topological rectangle ABXC (the left-hand should be understood as the scaling limit of the corresponding discrete probabilities):
Recall that P(γ τ ∈ BX) = BX/BC (Cardy's formula). Watts' conjectural formula is equivalent to:
Let us explicit the relation between chordal SLE 6 in ABC and the RBM we studied in the previous section. As mentioned in the introduction, the hull of chordal SLE 6 in ABC from A to B stopped at time τ and the hull of the RBM in ABC stopped at its first hitting of BC are identical in law. Though, the processes producing these hulls are starkly different (see [LSW02] ). Indeed, the SLE trace is non self-traversing, while the RBM is likely to go back through its past hull. Let Z be such a RBM, τ the first time it hits BC, g the last time before τ it visits (AB) ∩ (AC). We have seen that:
and this is exactly the formula proposed by Watts for the scaling limit of critical percolation clusters, i.e. SLE 6 . Note also that the lowest points of the hulls on AB, say, have the same law since they are hull measurables. Since γ is non self-traversing, γ g is either the lowest point on AB or the lowest point on AC; but a.s. Z g is not the lowest point on AB or AC.
Given these differences between the underlying curve laws, replacing the SLE 6 by the reflected Brownian motion in the "last visited edge" probability problem, the answer should a priori be different. Hence, there are two possibilities:
• For some reason, the SLE 6 and RBM "last visited edge" probabilities coincide, and Watts' prediction holds.
• Watts' prediction does not hold.
Vases
In this section, we generalize the previous properties of RBM, replacing wedges by more general domains with a symmetry axis. More precisely, let h : R + → R + be a positive, differentiable function. Suppose h(0) = 0, and h(x) > 0 for x > 0. Then we will consider the "vase" C h :
The shape function h is fixed in this section, so we may omit the subscript. As in the previous section, we define a tailor-made discrete model to prove an intertwining relation for its continuous limit. The situation here is slightly more complicated, so we will use a continuous time, discrete state space Markov chain. For the sake of simplicity, suppose the function h is strictly increasing. Let N be some large, fixed integer, and let x k = h −1 (k/N ). We will consider a graph Γ (depending on h, N ) with vertices (x k + iy/N ) k∈N,y∈Z,|y|≤k . For k ∈ N, define α k = arctan(1/(x k+1 − x k )). Let us now define the jump rates (non diagonal elements of the Q-matrix). If z = x k + iy/N is an inner point of Γ (i.e |y| < k), the jump rates are :
These jump rates are chosen in order to get a zero mean, isotropic walk. For a boundary point z = x k + ik/N :
For the apex, set Q(0, x 1 ) = Q(0, x 1 ± 1/N ) > 0. Here the jump rates are chosen so that intertwining relation holds. More precisely, let Λ be the Markov transition kernel from (x k ) k∈N to Γ defined as:
Then the intertwining relation is valid for Q-matrices. More precisely, let Q be the Q-matrix of the Markov process just defined, andQ be the Q-matrix of the Markov process on {x k } k∈N ⊂ R + defined by the jump rates:
for k > 0, andQ(0, x 1 ) = 3Q(0, x 1 ). It is immediate to check that: ΛQ =QΛ Then it is sufficient to exponentiate this intertwining relation (in appropriate Banach spaces, say End(l 1 (Γ)) and End(l 1 ({x k } k∈N )) ) to get the intertwining relation for the associated semigroups (P t ), (P t ):
for all positive time t. We now examine the scaling limit of the second process. Let f be some arbitrary function in C 2 b (R + ). Then, as N goes to infinity, if k = k N is such that x kN → x for some x ∈ R + :
After a time rescaling, these discrete generators "converge" to the diffusion generator: h ′ h ∂ ∂x + 1 2 ∂ 2 ∂x 2 One checks immediately that a scale function for this diffusion on R + is:
For a wedge, h(x) = x tan α, then x → x −1 is a scale function for the associated diffusion, i.e. the 3-dimensional Bessel process.
We now discuss the proof for the convergence of the processes defined above. It is similar to the previous proof, with added technicalities. Firstly, one has to adapt the submartingale-problem characterization for vases. One possibility is to map conformally C h to a wedge, say C π/4 (for the Riemann Mapping Theorem, see [Ahl79] ); after a time change (see [RevYor91] for a discussion of the image of a complex Brownian motion under a conformal map), one may use a variant of the Varadhan-Williams result. Here the reflection angle may vary along the boundary, but stay negative. Then one argues as above: subsequential scaling limits exist (tightness); they satisfy a submartingale-problem -a martingale problem for the one-dimensional diffusion-, as seen by dominated convergence after applying Dynkin's formula; hence the limit is uniquely determined, and the processes converge weakly. Reflections are taken care of as before, via an occupation time estimate. The intertwining is obviously preserved in the continuous limit. Hence one may state: Let us stress that the reflection angle varies along the boundary; the reflection at x + ih(x) points in the −i exp(2i arctan h ′ (x)) direction. Starting from an arbitrary diffusion on R + , one may consider an increasing scale function φ. Setting h(x) = 1/ φ ′ (x), one constructs an intertwined reflected Brownian motion. Of course, one can also consider shape functions defined and positive on R ("funnels" rather than vases), or on a segment [a, b] , with h(x) = 0 if and only if x ∈ {a, b} (closed vases). We will now consider an example of the previous construction. When the shape function h is not monotone, one has to be a bit more cautious about the definition of the grids, but this requires no substantial changes in the proof (the terms 2k + 1 are to be replaced by l(x k ), with l(x k+1 ) − l(x k ) = 2 sgn h ′ (x k )).
